Cells are exposed to changes in extracellular stimulus concentration that vary as a 15 function of rate. However, the effect of stimulation rate on cell behavior and signaling remains 16 poorly understood. Here, we examined how varying the rate of stress application alters budding 17 yeast cell viability and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling at the single-cell 18 level. We show that cell survival and signaling depend on a rate threshold that operates in 19 conjunction with a concentration threshold to determine the timing of MAPK signaling during 20 rate-varying stimulus treatments. We also discovered that the stimulation rate threshold is 21 Recent investigations have demonstrated that stimulation rate can be a determining factor 39 in signal transduction. In contrast to switch-like perturbations, which trigger a broad set of 40 stress response pathways, slow stimulation rates activate a specific response to the stress applied 41 in Bacillus subtilis cells 10 . Meanwhile, shallow morphogen gradient stimulation fails to activate 42 developmental pathways in mouse myoblast cells in culture, even when concentrations sufficient 43 for activation during pulsed treatment are delivered 12 . These observations raise the possibility 44 that stimulation profiles must exceed a set minimum rate or rate threshold to achieve signaling 45 activation. Although such rate thresholds would help cells decide if and how to respond to 46 dynamic changes in stimulus concentration, the possibility of signaling regulation by a rate 47 109 110 A rate threshold regulates Hog1 nuclear enrichment. The Hog1 quadratic stimulation 111
sensitive to changes in the expression levels of the Ptp2 phosphatase, but not of another 22 phosphatase that similarly regulates osmostress signaling during switch-like treatments. Our 23 results demonstrate that stimulation rate is a regulated determinant of signaling output and 24 provide a paradigm to guide the dissection of major stimulation rate-dependent mechanisms in 25 other systems. 26 27 Main Text 28 All cells employ signal transduction pathways to respond to physiologically relevant 29 changes in extracellular stressors, nutrient levels, hormones, morphogens, and other stimuli that 30 vary as functions of both concentration and rate in healthy and diseased states 1-7 . Switch-like 31 "instantaneous" changes in the concentrations of stimuli in the extracellular environment have 32 been widely used to show that the strength of signaling and overall cellular response are 33 dependent on the stimulus concentration, which in many cases needs to exceed a certain 34 threshold 8, 9 . Although studies have shown that the rate of stimulation can also influence 35 signaling output in a variety of pathways 10-17 , it is not clear how cells integrate information 36 conveyed by changes in both the stimulation rate and concentration in determining whether or 37 not to commence signaling. 38 threshold has never been directly investigated in any system. Further, no study has 48 experimentally examined how stimulation rate requirements impact cell phenotype or how cells 49 molecularly regulate the stimulation rate required for signaling activation. As such, the 50 biological significance of any existing rate threshold regulation of signaling remains unknown. 51 The budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae high osmolarity glycerol (HOG) pathway 52 provides an ideal model system for addressing these issues (Fig. 1a ). The evolutionarily 53 conserved mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) Hog1 serves as the central signaling 54 mediator of this pathway [18] [19] [20] . It is well established that instantaneous increases in osmotic stress 55 concentration induce Hog1 phosphorylation, activation, and translocation to the nucleus 19, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . 56 Activated Hog1 governs the majority of the cellular osmoadaptation response that enables cells 57 to survive 21, 30, 31 . Multiple apparently redundant MAPK phosphatases dephosphorylate and 58 inactivate Hog1, which, along with the termination of upstream signaling after adaptation, results 59 in its return to the cytosol (Fig. 1a) 21, 23, 24, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Because of this behavior, time-lapse analysis of 60 Hog1 nuclear enrichment in single cells has proven an excellent way to monitor signaling 61 responses to dynamic stimulation patterns in real-time [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] 39, 40 . Further, such assays have been 62 readily combined with traditional growth and molecular genetic approaches to link observed 63 signaling responses with cell behavior and signaling pathway architecture [26] [27] [28] . 64 Here, we use systematically-designed osmotic stress treatments imposed at varying rates 65 of increase to show that a rate threshold condition regulates yeast high-stress survival and Hog1 66 MAPK signaling. We demonstrate that only stimulus profiles that satisfy both this rate threshold 67 condition and a concentration threshold condition result in robust signaling. We go on to show 68 that the protein tyrosine phosphatase Ptp2, but not the related Ptp3 phosphatase, serves as a 69 major rate threshold regulator. By expressing PTP2 under the control of a series of different 70 enhancer-promoter DNA constructs, we demonstrate that changes in the level of Ptp2 expression 71 can alter the stimulation rate required for signaling induction. These findings establish rate 72 thresholds as a critical and regulated component of signaling biology akin to concentration 73 thresholds.
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Results
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Stimulus treatment rate affects yeast high osmotic stress survival and Hog1 nuclear 77 translocation pattern. We hypothesized that a rate threshold governs the budding yeast HOG 78 pathway. The existence of such a threshold would place a minimum stimulation rate on 79 osmoadaptation. Shallow rates of stimulation that fall below this minimum would not result in a 80 robust osmoadaptive response, even if the same stimulus concentration triggered a response 81 when applied at a faster rate. 82 To test this hypothesis, we first took advantage of the fact that pre-exposure to a mild 83 pulsed stress treatment increases the stress tolerance of yeast through induction of the 84 osmoadaptive response [41] [42] [43] . This increased tolerance enables cells to survive a second, 85 otherwise lethal, high-stress pulse treatment 41,42 . This preconditioning protection paradigm 86 enables us to examine the rate-dependence of mild stress responses independent of whether the 87 stresses themselves differentially impact cell fitness. 88 Cells were initially exposed to preconditioning osmostresses (400 mM NaCl final 89 concentration, equivalent integrated osmolarity) delivered at different rates. The impact of these 90 preconditioning treatments on high-stress susceptibility was determined by comparing the 91 viability of cells after a second transient high-stress treatment and no stress treatment (2 M and 0 92 M NaCl) ( Fig. 1b ). No substantial difference in growth was observed among the preconditioned 93 cultures immediately following the initial treatments (Supplemental Fig. 1 ). However, the rate of 94 preconditioning stress delivery profoundly influenced cell survival after the second high-stress; 95 cells exposed to a slow rate treatment [4 mM NaCl/min (grey)] were significantly more sensitive 96 to a high second stress than cells exposed to faster rate treatments [16 mM NaCl/min (cyan) or 97 pulse (blue)] ( Fig. 1c ).
98
To investigate the mechanism(s) underlying the priming of high second stress survival in 99 response to variations in preconditioning stimulation rate, we tracked the nuclear enrichment of 100 Hog1-yellow fluorescent protein (YFP), a proxy for canonical salt-stress signaling activation, 101 during rate-varying stress treatments via single-cell time-lapse microscopy. Because previously 102 published studies show that Hog1 nuclear translocation follows changing external stress patterns 103 in real-time 28, 29, 39 , we began probing the relationship between stimulation rate and translocation 104 using a stress treatment applied as a quadratic function (linearly increasing rate over time) (Fig. 105 1d, e). Compared to pulse treatment, quadratic treatment resulted in an unprecedented delayed 106 and diminished Hog1 nuclear accumulation response ( Fig. 1f ). Stimulation rate thus strongly 107 influences signaling as well as high-stress survival phenotype, consistent with expectations based 108 on rate threshold regulation of the HOG pathway. these relationships, Hog1 nuclear localization during the quadratic stress gradient was reanalyzed 114 separately as a function of either the treatment concentration or rate. The concentration and rate 115 corresponding with nuclear enrichment were extrapolated using two intersecting lines fitting 116 Hog1 nuclear localization baseline and accumulation increase for each independent experiment. 117 The thresholds for Hog1 translocation were 117.5 ± 34.5 mM NaCl and 12.1 ± 1.6 mM 118 NaCl/min, respectively ( Fig. 2a, b) . Surprisingly, the concentration associated with nuclear 119 accumulation was much higher than the 50-70 mM salt expected based on published switch-like 120 treatment responses 23,26 , a result that raises the possibility that the rate of stress change drives 121 Hog1 nuclear enrichment pattern during quadratic stimulation. 122 To systematically test if ~12 mM NaCl/min represents an unreported rate threshold 123 requirement for signaling, we exposed cells to linear ramp treatments delivered at rates above, at, 124 and below 12 mM NaCl/min ( Fig. 2c, d ). Only ramps with rates greater than 12 mM NaCl/min 125 resulted in detectable, albeit slightly delayed, Hog1 translocation ( Fig. 2e ). This result directly 126 demonstrates that stimulus profiles must exceed a rate threshold to induce Hog1 nuclear 127 enrichment. 128 129 Hog1 translocation requires both the rate and concentration thresholds. If stimulation rate 130 solely determines signaling response, all ramps with gradients steeper than the rate threshold 131 should bring about Hog1 translocation at the onset of treatment. Instead, we observed a delay in 132 translocation in the 16 mM NaCl/min and 20 mM NaCl/min ramp treatments ( Fig. 2e ). 133 Previously published data also shows a lag in nuclear translocation during ramp treatment 27 , 134 although the corresponding report does not discuss this observation. Reanalyzing translocation 135 during our ramp treatments that resulted in Hog1 nuclear localization as a function of 136 concentration revealed that the timing of translocation in both activating ramps was associated 137 with 57 ± 14.5 mM NaCl (Fig. 2f ). This value agrees with the anticipated concentration 138 threshold of 50-70 mM salt. 139 These results suggest that Hog1 accumulates in the nucleus only when stress stimulations 140 exceed both the rate and concentration thresholds ( Fig. 2g ). Yeast cell stress signaling responses 141 thus appear to follow AND logic where the output (signaling) occurs only if both input 142 conditions (the rate and concentration thresholds) are met for a given stimulation profile. In this 143 model, neither steps that occur at an infinite rate but fall below the concentration threshold nor 144 slow increases in NaCl that exceed the concentration threshold effectively trigger signaling. On 145 the other hand, for those stimulations where there is a difference in the time each threshold 146 condition is satisfied, Hog1 translocation corresponds with whichever condition was met last. 147 The activating ramps used in these studies exceed the rate threshold before the concentration 148 threshold such that the timing of Hog1 translocation corresponds with the concentration 149 threshold ( Fig. 2c-g) . In our quadratic stimulation, the order in which these conditions are met is responding when stimulation patterns fail to reach the rate threshold without impinging on the 159 concentration threshold. To identify such a regulator, we first considered key modulators of 160 Hog1 function ( Fig. 5a ). We specifically focused on the protein tyrosine phosphatases Ptp2 and 161 Ptp3, which act as partially redundant Hog1 off-switches during instantaneous changes in stress 162 concentration 21,32,34 , because these factors counteract phosphorylation of the Hog1 tyrosine 163 residue (Tyr-176) required for salt-induced Hog1 activity 44 . 164 We hypothesized that the deletion of Ptp2 and/or Ptp3 would remove a barrier to stimuli-165 induced Hog1 activation in stress treatments that exceed the concentration threshold but fall 166 below the rate threshold. To test this hypothesis, we examined Hog1 nuclear accumulation 167 patterns in wild-type (WT), ptp2Δ, and ptp3Δ yeast strains during our quadratic stimulation, in 168 which reduction or removal of the rate threshold would enable translocation earlier in the 169 treatment time course according to the AND logic model ( Fig. 5b-d ). While the pattern of Hog1 170 nuclear accumulation in ptp3Δ cells appeared similar to WT during quadratic stimulation, 171 accumulation in ptp2Δ cells occurred much earlier ( Fig. 5e ).
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Reanalyzing accumulation as a function of rate revealed that accumulation in ptp2Δ 173 corresponds with a substantially reduced rate ( Fig. 6a ) compared to WT. Further, reanalyzing 174 accumulation as a function of concentration revealed that the timing of nuclear enrichment in 175 ptp2Δ corresponds with our measured concentration threshold ( Fig. 6b ). Thus, in ptp2Δ cells, 176 signaling apparently depends only on the concentration threshold condition (Fig. 6c ), an effect 177 invisible to pulse treatments in which little difference in translocation pattern was observed 178 among WT, ptp2Δ, and ptp3Δ strains ( Fig. 6d-e ).
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Tuning the rate threshold. If Ptp2 indeed serves as a major rate threshold regulator, its over-181 expression should increase the threshold rate required for Hog1 nuclear enrichment. To test this 182 hypothesis, we constitutively expressed PTP2 in the ptp2Δ strain under the control of the 183 upstream regulatory DNA sequences for other genes [ADH1 and TEF1], creating strains with 184 highly increased Ptp2 expression levels (Fig. 7a ), and studied Hog1 translocation during 185 quadratic stimulations. A quadratic treatment delivering rates up to 16 mM/min failed to induce 186 activation in the over-expression strains ( Fig. 7b-d) , while showing activation correspondence 187 with the expected stimulation rates in the empty vector and PTP2 expression strains (Fig. 7e) . 188 However, a quadratic treatment that included rates up to 30 mM/min (Fig. 8a, b ) induced Hog1 189 translocation in all strains ( Fig. 8c ). Translocation in this second quadratic treatment followed 190 the pattern expected based on the relative timing of the concentration and rate thresholds in the 191 empty vector and native PTP2 expression strains ( Fig. 8d , Supplementary Fig.2 ), whereas 192 translocation in the over-expression strains corresponded with higher stimulation rates ( Fig. 8d ).
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Ptp2 expression levels thus fine-tune the rate required to activate signaling. 194 In summary, the experiments we have presented directly describe regulation of the HOG 195 pathway by a rate threshold whose set point can be modulated by Ptp2 expression levels. Our 196 rate threshold discoveries represent a paradigm shift in the logic of signaling regulation. impacts the budding yeast Hog1 model MAPK pathway. We find that shallow rates of 203 stimulation that fall below a threshold under-prepare cells for future high-stress survival, 204 corresponding with a failure to induce signaling. We also find that this rate threshold 205 collaborates with the concentration threshold in that both conditions must be met for signaling to 206 occur. 207 These findings demonstrate that the timing of osmostress signaling activation depends as 208 much upon stimulation rate as it does upon stimulus concentration change. Thus, stimulation 209 profile matters at least as much as stimulus identity in determining whether, when, and to what 210 extent signaling and associated cellular activity occur. Using our innovative application of rate-211 varying stimulus treatments, we find that signal transduction can correspond with either the rate 212 or the concentration threshold depending on the type of stimulus profile applied ( Fig. 9 ). 213 Meanwhile, signaling pathway mutations, such as the PTP2 deletion and expression level 214 variants, may eliminate or alter the rate threshold requirement. 215 The signaling logic paradigm that controls the yeast osmostress pathway also appears to 216 govern other pathways given the failure of shallow stimulus gradients to trigger B. subtilus 217 general stress and mouse myoblast morphogen signaling even when concentrations sufficient for 218 activation during pulsed treatment 10,12 . We therefore speculate that rate thresholds are a general 219 operating principle of signaling systems, particularly those where known physiological variation 220 in stimulation rate exists 1-7 . A general rate threshold logic mechanism carries with it 221 implications for: (1) how cells make signaling decisions, (2) experimental design, and (3) 222 apparent redundancy in signaling networks. 223 Rate threshold logic mechanisms likely set important limits on pathway sensitivity to 224 extracellular stimulation. In the case of the HOG pathway studied here, these limits likely serve 225 the same purpose as the sensitivity limits set by the concentration threshold: conserve cellular 226 resources specifically for significant osmostresses. Like pulsed concentration changes below the 227 concentration threshold, slow increases in osmostress may not immediately threaten cell fitness. 228 Consistent with this idea, we do not observe any substantial growth difference between yeast 229 treated with single ramp stimulations above and below the rate threshold (see Supplementary 230 Fig. 1 ). Rate threshold regulation of osmostress signaling thus appears to ensure an 231 advantageous level of cell sensitivity to stimulation rate. In other pathways, rate threshold 232 mechanisms would provide a helpful way to differentiate signal from noise. The likely rate 233 threshold in the B. subtilis general stress pathway 10 probably also helps conserve resources by 234 activating only when the type of stress the cells experience is unclear. Meanwhile, having cells 235 effectively ignore very shallow morphogen gradients, as appears to be the case in the mouse 236 myoblast morphogen signaling pathway, likely helps direct cells into separate fates during 237 development 11,12 . 238 Because both rate and concentration thresholds set the limits of cellular sensitivity to 239 extracellular stimuli, measuring these conditions in other signaling pathways serves as an 240 essential goal in signaling biology. Having these measurements in hand would enable better 241 understanding and prediction of how cells will respond to a given dynamic stimulation profile. 242 Further, defining the limits of cellular sensitivity would enable the detection of changes in these 243 limits caused by signaling pathway mutations such as those common in cancer and 244 developmental disorders 45 . Identifying these aberrant sensitivities would improve our 245 understanding of disease etiology and aid in the design of better treatments. Importantly, the 246 signaling logic paradigm uncovered by our study provides the necessary guide for designing 247 dynamic stimulation profiles that rapidly detect and measure threshold conditions. These profiles 248 are easy to implement and can be readily applied to make threshold condition measurements in In conclusion, we have demonstrated a rate threshold mechanism in the HOG pathway 266 along with a highly generalizable strategy for investigating threshold conditions and the 267 signaling pathway components that regulate them. We strongly anticipate that the application of 268 this strategy to other systems will lead to improved disease diagnosis and treatment while 269 transforming our understanding of the logic underlying the complex signaling networks 270 prevalent in higher eukaryotes. 
